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LONGPARISH PARISH COUNCIL 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING HELD AT LONGPARISH COMMUNITY HALL,  

MONDAY 8 OCTOBER 2012 
 
Present: Christopher Duxbury [Chairman]; Jonathan Frere [Vice Chairman]; Jeremy Barber; 

Christian Dryden; Phil Harris; Natasha Rouse; Jim Sawyer. 
 

In attendance: Andrew Gibson [HCC]; Jim Neal [TVBC]; John Scott [VH]; Steven Lugg [HALC] 
 
Before opening the meeting, the Chairman invited Steven Lugg to brief the Council on how the 

Localism Act is developing and take questions. 
 

A copy of the briefing notes was handed to each Councillor attending the meeting [the Chairman 
has some additional copies], but in summary: 

 

• Localism in practical terms means the Localism Act [Nov 11], the Open Public Services 

Agenda, the Sustainable Communities Act and the continuing drive to devolve functions, 
which is connected unavoidably to the financial imperative of making savings.  

• There are some positive possibilities for Parish Councils, but alongside them a ‘raft’ of 
issues to be resolved. 

 
Item 1 – Apologies 

 

1.  Apologies were received from Karen-Marie Dinesen. 
 

Item 2 – Declarations of Interest 

 

2. Jeremy Barber declared an interest regarding village hall finance matters.  
 

Item 3 – Approval of Minutes 

 

3. The minutes of the meeting on 10 Sep 12 were approved and signed by the Chairman. 

 
Item 4– Matters Arising 

 

4. The matter concerning Community Gain in respect of the EDF Wind Farm project is 

outstanding.  ACTION JB 

 

Item 5 – Councillor Recruitment 

 

5. An advertisement for new Councillors was placed in the October Hill & Valley asking for 

expressions of interest by 20 Oct 12. There is one firm expression of interest and some other 
suggested names for the Chairman to follow up. Co-option will feature as an agenda item for 

the November meeting. 
  

Item 6 – Planning 

 

New Applications: 

 

6. Two new tree notifications for tree work at Ropers House and the School had been 
determined [both no objections] out of committee. 

 

Report on Outstanding Applications: 

 

7. A report on outstanding planning applications is at Appendix 1 to these minutes. Nothing 
further has been heard from AEE Renewables concerning the Community Gain 

proposal/agreement, which needs kept under review. ACTION: JF 
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Other Planning Matters: 

 

8. Bullington Cross EDF Wind Farm Proposal: Whitchurch Town Council is concerned about 
the proposal and has suggested that representatives of local Parish Councils come together 

to discuss the issues without any commitment at this point of time. The Council has indicated 
a willingness to take part in discussions on this basis, so as to be better informed on the 

issues involved. 
 

9. A 303 Recycling Centre Late Working Trial and Update on Planning Matters:  

• Due to the level of business Raymond Brown Group is seeking to extend the 

operating hours for the Materials Recovery Facility until 2400 midnight Monday to 
Friday [there will be no lorry movements or external processing during the 
extended hours]. HCC has authorised a trial for one month from 1 Oct 12 and notice 

of this was placed in the PC’s notes for the October edition of Hill & Valley. Raymond 
Brown will consider making a further application once the trial is complete – and 

consult with the PC. If the extension is approved the hours of working would be 
0500-2400 midnight Monday to Friday; 0600-1300 on Saturday; no working on 

Sunday or Bank holidays. 

• Foamix operation will start at the site shortly.  

• HCC has agreed that an Environmental Impact Assessment [EIA] will not be required 
should Raymond Brown decide to proceed with the IBAA proposal [which is unlikely 

before Christmas]. The pending visit for the PC to the present Blue Haze site will be 
arranged. 

• Raymond Brown has not taken up our suggestion for their MDP project [to tarmac 
the front side and rear areas of the village hall], but will look at the requirement with 

the Chairman to see if they can advise/help. ACTION: CD  

 
10. Proposed Picket Twenty Development: The PC approved the draft letter to Persimmon 

Homes concerning their proposed extension of their Picket Twenty development as a result 
of the briefing given by Chris Hewitt at the October meeting. 

 
11. Discussion on Next Draft of Local Plan: The Chairman reported that, together with Jim 

Sawyer and Jeremy Barber, he had met Graham Smith [TVBC] at his request to discuss on 
proposed wording for the next draft of the Local Plan as a result of PC comments [The PC 

was concerned about the need for a robust policy to protect the character of the village 
within the proposed village envelopes; and the blanket policy of including recreational open 

space in the envelopes]. 
 

12. Developer Contributions: The Chairman reported that TVBC has confirmed that in 

principle that the anticipated contributions in respect of 2 Paddock Cottages could be 
directed towards the planned improvements to the Spinal Path. 

 
13.  Longparish House: TVBC has advised that no ‘material’ change of use has occurred by 

taking in some of the old parkland [open grazed grassland] to lawn; and the erection of a 
stock proof fence and hedge along FP 11 does not need planning permission. 

 
Item 7 – Finance & Procedural 

 

Finance: 

 

14. Jonathan Frere presented the financial report which is at Appendix 2 to these minutes. He  
reported that: 

 

• The end of Year report has been received. There were no matters outstanding. 

• Although they have paid the VAT refund claim for the period 1 Apr – 30 Jun 12, 
HMR&C has raised some queries. JF will work with Jeremy Barber and prepare a 

response. The next claim for the quarter ending 30 Sep 12 will then be 
submitted. ACTION: JF/JB 

• The £20.000 loan has been received from PWLB. 
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• He has updated the outstanding bank reconciliation documents as part of the 

accounts handover.  

• The annual subscription to CPRE has been paid. 

 

Procedural: 

 

15. Draft Code of Conduct: The Council agreed to adopt the new Code of Conduct required by 
the Localism Act for one year, to be reviewed in Oct 13.  The Chairman will insert the new 

Code into Standing Orders and pass it to Jeremy Barber for inclusion on the website. 
ACTION: CD and JB.  

 

16. Registration of Members’ Pecuniary Interests:  Outstanding proforma to be handed to 

Chairman as soon as possible. Once reviewed, they will be forwarded to the TVBC Monitoring 
Officer. ACTION: JF/CDry/CD 

 

Item 8 – Open Spaces 

 

17. Nothing to Report, other than the Chairman agreed to ask Raymond Brown if they could 
provide a skip on village clean up day [24 Nov 12]. Jeremy Barber to confirm the delivery 

point. ACTION: CD/JB 

 

Item 9 – Highways 

 

18. Christian Dryden reported that: 

 

• There are plenty of reported flags on the HCC maps for which the origin is 

unclear and unfortunately the maps for each type of reported incident don’t 
seem to tie up – so it is difficult to see how many reported road issue there are 

in Longparish at any one time. However, problems she did report in Sep/Oct 12 
included the broken sign on the Middleway; the broken roads edging along the 

B3048 between the Forton entrances; the road surface on the road down into 
Forton; and sunken tarmac on repairs in Forton. 

 

• Feedback from the village store and some North Acre residents has been sent to 

Keith Thompson and John Clark; and plans were being made as to when the 
repairs will take place. Plenty of warning [6 weeks] will be given of the start 

date. 
 

• If her attempt to get the Adopt a Road scheme up and running again is 

successful, The PC agreed to purchase extra pickup sticks and yellow vests 
should TVBC be unable to provide them. In the meantime, she asked that litter 

picking be added to the cleanup day as recent cutting of verges has uncovered 
lots of litter. ACTION: CDry/JB 

 

19.  Following on from the September meeting, the Chairman said that the narrow nature of the  

Southside Hill approach to and from the A 303 had long been recognised, which is why 
‘Longparish’ was not signed from the slip roads on that junction. However, traffic was 

increasing steadily, partly because Sat Nav maps had been changed and modern cars 
[particularly 4x4s] were wider than hitherto, and there were some general concerns about 
road safety, with two fundamental problems: 

 

• The right hand bend at the top of the hill [from Longparish] is narrow and blind. 

• The unofficial passing place [before reaching the Owls Lodge Farm entrance] 
was important because of the narrowness of the road, but many drivers were 

reluctant to use it because of the pot holes. The difficulties were compounded by 
the girder/bollards across the Owls Lodge Farm entrance. 

         
         Informal enquiries had indicated that it was not longer possible to ask Sat Nav companies to 

amend their maps and that the road was perhaps not narrow enough to reclassify the road 
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as ‘single track with passing places’.  It was agreed that ‘Not suitable for HGV signs’ [at the 
village junctions [Southside Road and Mill Lane] and the A303 end could relieve the 

situation; and Andrew Gibson would approach Highways. Afternote: AG subsequently 
agreed to approach the owner of the passing place and to arrange a site meeting with 

Highways to discuss the best approach to signing. ACTION: AG/CD 

 

Item 10 – Footpaths 

 

20. The Chairman reported that Martin Lampard had Nothing to Report other than that Chris 
Woodhouse had queried who had been mowing the permissive path which connects paths 
10 and 2. Enquiries revealed a misunderstanding and the PC is now seeking clarification as 

to who will do this in future. 
 

21. Jeremy Barber has submitted a Small Grants Scheme application for the spinal path project.  
 

Item 11 – Transport & Buses 

 

22. Nothing to Report.  
 

Item 12 – Communications 

 

23. Nothing to report.  

  
Item 13 – School/Playgroup/Community Hall 

 

24. The Chairman reported that the School Governors had agreed in principle to the trial use of 

the minibus for community use KidzZone and Senior Citizensand the protocol agreement is 
being finalised. ACTION: CD 

 
Item 14 – Longparish Community Association 

 

25. CDry reported that: 
 

• The LCA had agreed to contribute £3000 towards the AV equipment for the village 
hall at its meeting on 18 September. 

• Diamond Jubilee: The Council agreed to pay the £430 band costs; and that the 
bunting would be stored with other LCA equipment. 

• The LCA coffee mornings would now take place in the village hall. 

• The feasibility of films was being reviewed. 

• LCA hope to put on two Hog the Limelight events during the year. 

• Planned Tuesday talks include Everest [Jeremy Barber] – 9 Oct; Local Natural 

History [Paul Knipe]- 13 Nov; Oman [Tom Bremridge] – 11 Dec. 

• The LCA is in discussion with current KidzZone leaders as to how to encourage more 

parent participation. 

• The LCA representative continues to attend HaVace meetings when possible.  CDry 

will contact the Village Agent Scheme sponsors to see if they have more to offer that 
could work in Longparish, but the present  informal network seems to be working 

[LCA will keep under review].  
 

Item 15 – Village Hall 

 

26. John Scott presented a report on the village hall refurbishment project which is at Appendix 
3 to these minutes. 

 
Item 16 – Correspondence 

 

27. A list of correspondence [received and sent] at Appendix 4 to these minutes. 
 

Item 17 – Any Other Business and Forthcoming Dates 
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28. Forthcoming dates are: 
 

• HALC AGM: 27 October 2012 

• Next Test and Itchen Countryside Access Plan sub –group meeting: 31 October 2012. 

JB will attend. 

• Next Parish Council Meeting: 12 November 2012 at the Village Hall [to include Co-

option].          

• Special service at St Nicholas [Bishop of Winchester to preside: 2 December 2012 

[1100] 

• LCA AGM/New villagers’ event: 3 December 2012. 

• Next TVAPTC meeting: 7 Mar 2013. 

 

 

 

Signed ………………… 

[Chairman] 

 

 

Date …………………… 

 

 

 

Summary of Actions: 

 

Paragraph Description Person 

4 EDF Wind Farm – Community Gain JB 

7 AEE Renewables Community Gain JF 

9 VH Tarmac CD 

14 VAT claim(s) JF 

15 Code of Conduct CD 

16 Members’ Pecuniary  Interests CD 

17 Skip for cleanup day CD/JB 

19 Southside Hill road safety AG/CD 

 

 

 

Appendices: 

 

(1) Outstanding planning applications 
(2) Financial report and list of cheques 

(3) Village hall report 
(4) Correspondence 
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Appendix 1 

 

 

                                                                             
 

 

 
Seria

l 
Name/ 

Address 
 

HCC/TVBC 
Ref No: 

and Date 

Description PC 
 Decision / 

Date 

TVBC 
Decision 

/Date 
1 Owls Lodge Farm 12/01186/FULLN 

 
Extension to solar 
farm, comprising the 
erection of solar 
arrays, inverter 
stations, associated 
equipment, fencing 
and continued use 
of remaining land for 
agricultural 
purposes 

No objection – 13 
Aug 12 

Permission subject 
to conditions and 
notes dated 15 Sep 

2 Testwood Trout 
Farm 

12/01898/AGNN 
 

Erection of timber 
barn for storage of 
fish food 

Technical 
Objection – 10 
Sep 12 
[See response 
sheet] 

Invalid Submission 
Sep 12  

3 Ropers House 12/01919/FULLN 
 

First floor extension 
to front elevation to 
provide en-suite and 
seating area. 
Insertion of dormer 
window to first floor 

No Objection – 10 
Sep 12 

Pending 

4  Ropers House 12/01903/TREEN 
 

Western Red Cedar 
x2 - fell. Sycamore 
x6 and ash - 
silvicultural thinning. 
Norway Spruce x12 
- fell and replace. 
Eucalyptus - fell. 
Western red Cedar 
hedge - fell and 
replace. 

No objection – 25 
Sep 12 

Pending 

5 Longparish School 12/02011/TREEN 
 

Fell 5 trees and 
prune 9 

No objection – 1 
Oct 12 

Pending 
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Appendix 2 

 

  

Longparish Parish Council Financial Report   

      

Period from 
11-Sep-

12 to 8-Oct-12   

      

 Previous Years Year to 31 March 13 

 

Year to 
31/3/11 

Year to 
31/3/12 Budget Total so far 

Total for 
period 

Income           

Precept 15,000 26,250 17,500 8,750.00 8,750.00 
Transfer from HCC 
Investment 0 54,707 0 0.00 0.00 

Cemetery fees 188 171 300 323.00 323.00 

Handbook sales 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 

Grants 200 19,198 500 83,673.00 7,650.00 

Donations 0 7,588 0 54,744.03 195.00 

Allotment rents 40 40 40 36.00 0.00 

Parish Paths Partnership 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 

VAT refund 893 3,702 1,268 22,537.53 0.00 

Other 285 0 0 64,276.66 0.00 

TOTAL 16,606 111,656 19,608 234,340.22 16,918.00 

      

Expenditure      

Clerk's pay and expenses 2,812 2,364 4,500 2,021.13 288.73 

General administration 2,357 1,998 2,520 1,872.04 37.33 

Elections 0 38 0 0.00 0.00 

Open spaces 10,519 14,744 8,706 3,164.98 50.00 

Communications 1,320 569 815 187.50 93.75 

Paths 30 60 480 0.00 0.00 

Capital expenditure 0 0 1,000 0.00 0.00 

Village Hall 4,100 29,495 39,152 210,607.98 0.00 

Community Association 1,405 765 1,150 204.89 0.00 
Village Plan 
(implementation) 84 0 500 0.00 0.00 

Transfer to HCC investment 0 0 0 0.00 0.00 

Other 0 62 1,000 181.39 0.00 

VAT 2,157 5,508 0 42,543.37 0.00 

TOTAL 24,784 55,596 59,823 260,783.28 469.81 

      

Closing Bank Balance 1,099 57,159 13,784 
      
30,715.88   

      

Invested with HCC      

At start 54,624 54,662 0    

Add interest 38 45 0    

Transfers from (- to) bank 0 -54,707 0    

At finish 54,662 0 0    
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Cheques Paid: 

 

10-Sep-12 43 1177 Christopher Duxbury Office supplies 

10-Sep-12 44 1178 Whitwam AV solutions Village Hall - AV equipment 

10-Sep-12 45 1179 Whitwam AV solutions Village Hall - AV equipment 

10-Sep-12 46 1180 Whitwam AV solutions Village Hall - AV equipment 

27-Sep-12 47 1181 David Kraft 
Clerk's salary and working from home 
allowance 

28-Sep-12 48 1182 Middleton Estate Rent for Football Field 

5-Oct-12 49 1183 Hill & Valley Quarterly payment 

5-Oct-12 50 1184 CPRE Membership renewal 
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Appendix 3 

 

 

LONGPARISH PARISH COUNCIL – 8th OCTOBER 2012 

VILLAGE HALL REFURBISHMENT 

 
1. Practical Completion Certificate was issued just over 1 month ago.  Currently there are two 
major snags which will be ‘fixed’ tomorrow.  One of them, the front steps, is required to be fixed 

by LST as Building Control will not issue approval until the problem is resolved.  The second snag 
which will also be fixed tomorrow relates to screwing toilet bowls down to the floor in the Ladies 

loo.  There is a minor problem with the wireless microphone receiver which is also scheduled to 
be fixed this week.  The ramp railings will be repainted this week; weather permitting.  One other 
significant issue has been discovered and that is stepping off the bottom of the ramp in the dark.  

There is a very short smooth area followed by an uneven area whereby one might lose their 
footing.  We may have to pay for extra movement sensing lighting shining towards the road and 

/or repair the surface towards the road.   This is not an LST problem as the uneven surface 
existed before the project began. 

 
2.  We have not received the final account yet.  I think it is being held back until Building Control 

sign off the building, and the operation manual is completed.  During a conversation with Robert 
Jackson the option of striking a deal may be acceptable to both parties compared with protracted 
negotiations over the final figure.  Latest expectation is that the final bill will be £224,000 and has 

not changed during the last month. 
 

3. We are awaiting delivery of a fridge to complete the kitchen.  We have recently taken delivery 
of the industrial dishwasher and the hot cupboard.  All curtains, blinds and drapes for the main 

hall, stage and Committee room will have been installed by tomorrow evening. We have to fix up 
various plaques from grant providers before the formal re-opening this week end. 

 
4. Invites have gone out to all corporate sponsors, diocese trustees, the PC and VH trustees for 
Friday evening.  The maximum number expected, including people who have not RSVP’d is 44; of 

which about half are local.  The number of guests who have confirmed their  attendance is 28.  
Thank you to all who have agreed to be ‘hosts’. 

 
5.  For the week-end opening I have written to all donors for whom we have an email address.  I  

hope to be able to deliver other invites by hand during this week. On Saturday morning at 11am, 
John Woodcock will cut a ribbon to formerly re-open the hall. 

 
6. Financially: 

 we expect the following invoices: 
 LST Projects (PC) – £6,240 incl. VAT 
 LST Projects (VH) – £12,375 (A4A at 0% VAT) 

 RJA (PC) – £4,761 incl. VAT 
 Waverley Blinds (VH) – £7,832 incl. VAT 

 Industrial Dishwasher balance(VH) - £1,200 incl. VAT 
 HCC (MV/VH) - £24 

  
 Payment including VAT has recently been made for fixtures and fittings including: 

 Whitwams – £15,997 
 Industrial Dishwasher deposit (VH) - £1,200 
 Hot Cupboard (MB/VH) - £745 

 Fridge (MB/VH) – £280 
 HCC  (MB/VH)(‘odds & sods’) - £92 

 Master Vac  (MB/VH)- £148 
 

 Income received in the last month or so includes: 
 VAT Rebate - £18,000+ (an estimated further rebate in the order of £5,000) 

 Fete - £3,500 
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 LCA - £3,000 
 Gift Aid - £1,907 

 Donations (x3) - £445 (split between VH and PC) 
 Veolia - £7,650 

 PWLB - £20,000 
 

 Income from PV Cells (currently assigned to our electricity account) - £943 
 A full reconciliation will be possible once the final account from LST is received. 

 
7. Finally the hall has been hired out for a number of different events since 11th September.  
During September we took £250.  There has been a lot of interest and the feedback after use  has 

been extremely positive, especially in relation to the heating, lighting and overall atmosphere. 
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Appendix 4 

 

Longparish Parish Council 

 

Summary of correspondence received from 10 Sep - 8 Oct 12  

 

 

Correspondence received 

Date From Description 
29 Aug Audit Commission Appointment of External Auditor 

13 Sep Land Registry Ack 6 Sep letter re cemetery 

13 Sep TVBC Planning Ack Response on Ropers House 

13 Sep Land Registry Cemetery – Amendment to Register 

13 Sep HALC [Email] AGM 27 Oct 

14 Sep Romsey TC Cost of Parish Elections 

15 Sep TVBC [Email] Confirmation of meeting with Graham Smith 
on new Local Plan 

15 Sep Middleton Estate [Email] Further info from Persimmon on Picket 

Twenty buffer zones to follow 

17 Sep Middleton Estate [Email] Re Overdue invoice [now paid] 

19 Sep HALC [Email] Clerks’ Forum 

19 Sep TVBC TVAPTC Agenda for 4 Oct 

20 Sep TVBC 12/02011/TREEN – Notification re school 
trees 

20Sep Raymond Brown [Email] Notification of night working trial to 12 
[midnight] Mon to Fri [Circulated to PC] 

20 Sep Raymond Brown [Email] Update on Foamix and other planning 

matters [Circulated to PC] 

23 Sep TestwoodTrout Farm Comment on PC’s response [Circulated to PC] 

23 Sep Chris Woodhouse [email] Concern about PC mowing Permissive path 
without permission. 

24 Sep Chris Woodhouse [email] Response to CD holding reply 

26 Sep TVBC House number for annex at Eastfield House. 

25 Sep Whitchurch TC [email] Suggestion for informal discussion group on 
Wind Farm project – without commitment. 

25 Sep TVBC Monthly calendar of events 

27 Sep [26 Jul –
overlooked by 

DK] 

HMR&C Queries on VAT Claim 

27 Sep [[13 Jun 

–overlooked by 
DK] 

CPRE Subscription renewal to 17 July 2013  

27 Sep TVBC [Tovey][email] Bribery Act 2010 

27 Sep  HCC [email] Flood Risk management 

27 Sep TVBC [Goodman][email] Developer contributions 2 Paddock Cottages 

28 Sep Lloyds TSB Response to PC above  - unable to make 
changes requested [CD spoke Julia Roberts 

0845 605 0579 on 28 Sep who now 
understands position and is looking into it] 

28 Sep Nick Marsden [email] Community use of school minibus 

28 Sep Colin Underhill Missed H&V payment 

28 Sep  David Kraft Audit Report has arrived[ delivered to wrong 
address – DK will forward] 

30 Sep HMR&C Important info for Employers 

1 Oct TVBC Minutes TVAPTC AGM 24 May 12, with 
information on ‘Keep it Real’; consolidated 
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planning data; and Changes to Policing 
Governance [Police Reform and Social 

Responsibility Act 2011] 

2 Oct TVBC [Owen email] Confirmation Testwood Trout Farm 

12/01898/AGNN determined as invalid 

2 Oct Chris Hewitt Update on Picket Twenty and confirmation 

agrees with our proposed draft letter 

4 Oct Lloyds TSB [email] Confirmation change of address to JF noted 

and effected 

4 Oct HALC [email] AGM 27 Oct 

4 Oct HCC [email] Street lighting charges 

4 Oct HCC [email] Stakeholders workshop 6 Nov – 
Arts/museum integration 

5 Oct HALC [email] October e-update 

5 Oct TVBC [email] Momentum Course [Youth] 

8 Oct HCC [email] Minerals & Waste Plan consultation 

   

 

 

Correspondence sent 

Date To Description 
11 Sep TVBC Planning Response to 12/01919/FULLN Ropers 

House 

13 Sep  TVBC Planning Response to 12/01898/AGNN Testwood 
Trout Farm  

18 Sep Lloyds TSB Change of A/C holder 

18 Sep TVBC, HALC & HCC [email] Notification of Clerk’s resignation 

24 Sep Woodhouse [email] Holding reply on permissive path mowing  

25 Sep TVBC Response on 12/01903/TREEN – tree work 

at Ropers 

27 Sep HCC [email from JB] Application Small Grants Scheme for Spinal 

path 

28 Sep HMR&C Holding reply by JF on Queries on VAT claim 

[above] 

28 Sep HCC [email] Application small grant for spinal path [JB] 

30 Sep Nick Marsden [email]* some 

subsequent exchange of emails 

Community use of school minibus 

2 Oct Woodhouse [email] Reply – mowing permissive path 

2 Oct HALC [email from JB] + some 
subsequent exchange of emails 

HMR&C Important info for Employers [see 
above] 

2 Oct Highways [email from C Dry] North Acre junction 

 

 


